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A Consideration on Sub-Optimal Weighting
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Masahiro KANEDA *
Synopsis
This paper deals with a parameter estimation method which'
yields the more suitable estimate of the parameter using noisy
data or measured values. The estimation method is one that
uses a kind of a weighted mean, and weighting at taking a weighted
mean is interested in particularly. That is to say, as the
grade of 'more suitable' depends upon the weighting, we can
obtain the more suitable estimate by choosing the weighting
coefficients suitablly. When the function which yields the
estimate using finite measured values, i.e., the estimator is
a particular form, sub-optimal weighting in the practical sense
is discussed. Here, the concept of 'optimal' implies that the
variance of the final estimate is minimum. And the particular
form is one that both the denominator and the numerator of the
estimator are first order formulas or second order formulas of
finite measured values. And two theorems in relation to this
problem are proposed and proved.
Moreover, for an exsample of application of these theorems,
a parameter estimation method is dealt with, which estimates
the parameters of the pulse transfer function of a control
system using the sampled measured values of the impulse response
of that system.
1. Introduction
It often occurs when we wish to estimate a parameter using finite noisy
measured values. And we often come to the case in which the parameter is a
function of these measured values and the form of the function is given or can
be derived. If measured values do not involve any noises, the parameter is
evaluated precisely from the function. But those measured values have noises
more or less practically. Therefore, in order to obtain the more suitable
estimate of the parameter, we have to measure several times and average the
estimates of the parameter corresponding to these several measurements in any
sense. Let this estimate corresponding to each measurement be called 'the
first estimate' and let the function which yields this first estimate be called
'the first estimator'. Let the more suitable estimate of the parameter which
is obtained as a weighted mean over these first estimates be called 'the final
estimate' of the parameter.
Now, the grade of 'more suitable' depends upon weighting coefficients at
taking a weighted mean over first estimates. .
In this paper, let the concept of 'most suitable i imply that the variance'
of the final estimate is minimum. Then, we would like tu seek weighting co-
efficients which yield the most suitable estimate. But, it is very difficult
that we seek such a weighting precisely in general. But, we can obtain such
a weighting approximately when the function which yields the first estimate,
1. e., the first estimator has a particular form. Here, 'we deal with the case
when the particular form is one that both the denominator and the numerator
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are first order formulas and second order formulas of finite measured values.
In relation to these case, we propose two theorems and prove them.
Moreover, for an example of application of these theorems, a parameter
estimation method is dealt with, which estimates the parameters of the pulse
transfer function of a control system using the sampled measured values of the
impulse response of that system.
2. Theorem 1
Consider an estimation method in which both the denominator and the numerator
of an estimator for obtaining a first estimate are given as first order formulas
of measured values, as shown in (1), and the final estimate is calculated by
weighting these several first estimates based on each measurement suitably and
averaging them.
In this case, the sub-optimal weight on each first estimate that we can use
practically in the sense of the minimum variance of the final estimate is one
that is proportional to ~he square of the denominator of each first estimate
respectively under the assumptions A and B.
(1)
Where
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ad' ~d :
fi~)~' :
the first estimate of the i-th measurement
the true value of the measured value of the i-th measurement
respectively
a constant which is unrelated to the i-th measurement i respectively
a noise involved in the measured value of the i-th measurement
respectively
Assumption A
The noises involved in measured values of the denominator and the numerator
of the estimator have the same variances rrt and (;fa ,respectively, zero means
and are uncorrelated each other.
Assumption B
More than second order terms of the noises in the denominator and the
numerator can be neglected compared with the sum of the square of true values
of the measured values forming the denominator and the numerator respectively.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
First, let the measurement be repeated ntimes.
Let us fiave an eye to the denominator of the first estimator, and consider
the weighting coefficients wi' Where i denotes i-th measurement.
Now, let the final estimate be obtained by weighting wi given by (2) on
given by (1), and averaging them.
14ft ~ Ai.' .z aJ (J:Ji. + foJl.) (2)
i-/ .
§ = lt A;. ·Zbj (~J' +.li' ~V·[t Ai, .t aj (~i. of- ~J ..)l (3)
,- t r I • =1 (at . 'J
Using the assumption B, (3) is transformed into the following equation approx-
imately.
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(4)
Then, using the assumption A and introducing some adequite letters, we can
obtain the variance u~ of 8 approximately as follows.
( 5)
where
(6)
?ft _
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dcl 7:t q
f b·;l / ~ tl·:aJa, i / j~1 1
Let us consider the term involving a variable ~ in (5) and put it P.
(8)
(11)
(10)
(12)
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(8), Ai. is the value satisfying (9), let P be denoted as Pk'
- K'~' Qj' Xj'i,ja'
is a constant
= 1/~ (
When in
where unrelated with i-th measurement i.
- .zt: a.,. ;X'i.)
da, 'I I
Now, from Schwarz's Inequality, we can obtain the following relation.
'7t ... (- :t C 7t - .zI At·l: L a;- ~ii) ~ I Ai:' I: ~., Xi':)
•• , la, J=' i=, 1='
From (9), (10) and (11), the relation P ~ Pk can be obtained. In other words,
the weighting function Wi given by (12) minimizes the variance ~& given by (5).
Wi, =K -(~ ar X,<:)-( ~ aj" ( Xii of" ~ji-»)
But, as (E;I tt;. Xi" ) is a sum of true values of measured values, we can
use it practically.
Therefore, we must use, in place of it, the sum of the measured values
(E.j:, a.i .( ~ji. + fje.) .
ThUS, it can be said that the practical weighting which is sub-optimal in
the mean of the minimum variance is a value which is proportional to the square
of the denominator of the first estimator
(Q.E.D)
4. Theorem 2
Consider an estimating method in which both the denominator and the numer-
ator of an estimator for obtaining a first estimate are given as second order
formulas of measured values, as shown in (13), and the final' estimate is calcu-
lated by weighting these several first estimates based on each measurement
suitably and averaging them. .
In this case, the sub-optimal weight that we can use practically in the
sense of the minimum variance of the final estimate is one that is proportional
to the magnitude of the denominator of the first estimator under the assumptions
A and: B.
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Where
e" the first estimate of the i-th measurement
x.. 1·' the true value of the measured value of the i-th measurementl·' 'J"' respectively
a constant which is unrelated to the i-th measurement i respectively
a noise involved in the measured value of the i-th measurement
respectively
5. Proof of Theorem 2
This is almost similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Let the measurement be repeated n times. Let us have an eye to the
denominator of the first estimator, and consider the weighting coefficients wi
as shown in (14). Where i denotes i-th measurement.
Then, let the final estimate be obtained by weighting wi given by (14) on
given by (13), and averaging them.
MT" = A.. ·F; ajA ( 1:;," £ji)( x.;. ~ £~4.)
~ ={tA.f bill (~~i'Jj4.X~-t J.;.)\ I.{ t~taik (X;'~£i~)(~'~ £~)\
pI ~. V~ ~'.~' ?
(14)
(15)
Using the assumption B, (15) is transformed into the following equation
approximately.
Then, using the assumption A and introducing some adequite letters, we can
obtain the variance ([~ of fj approximately as follows.
(17)
where
(18)
(20)
(21)
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Let us consider the term involving a variable Ai. in (17) and put it Q.
(22)
When in (22) Ai, is a constant K , let Q be denoted as Qk'
(23)
Moreover, by introducing a letter H given by (24), (22) and (23) are written
as follows.
(24)
where H is a constant which is unrelated to i.
(25)
(26)
Now, from Schwarz's Inequality, we can obtain the following relation.
(27)
(28)
From (25), (26) and (27), the relation Q ~ Qk can be obtained.That is to say, in order to minimize the variance ~)of 8 , we must make
A. a constant. In other words, it can be said that the practical weighting
which is sub-optimal in the sense of the minimum variance is a value whi~ is
proportional to the magnitude of the denominator of the first estimator 8~.
(Q.E.D)
6. Application of Theorem
Next, consider an application of these theorems.
Let us consider the application to the estimation method which has been
proposed. l ) This method is one with which we estimate the parameters ~z of the
pulse transfer function of a control system which is given as a second order
equation, as shown in (28), approximately using finite noisy measured values
of the impulse response of that system. The counterparts of the first estimates
for ~t are given by equations (29) and (30).1),2)
Go( (X) = {j.J' z.-1/ (1 +tXl'Z·1+rt~'z.-2)
A (tf)tXl = (It'l~/t - 2'''k' 1".1)/-A.1t~
= (- it' "2~ + ~Ic' -l/f~1. )/(4' A/f-1)
(29)
(30 )
and n denotes the number of the total sampled values of
And hk denotes the measured value of the sampled value
at time kT and consists of the trlie value gk and the
where k=2,3,"',[n/2] ,
the impulse response.
of the impulse response
noise
From (29) and (30), as it is obvious that the noises involved in the denomi-
nator and the numerator are not uncorrelated each other, we can not apply these
theorems to this problem in the rigorous sense.
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But, by applying Theorem 2 to this estimation met»od formally, and ave~aging
over the first estimates which are weighted ~k2 on ~fk'and lhk·hk-ll on ~1~),
we can obtain the final estimates of ~ and ~a , as shown in (31) and (32).
This estimation method is IN~)(Improved New Method) which has been proposed.
(31)
(32)
where 1·1 denotes the absolute value of. and [ J denotes Gaussian sign.
Now, it is important that in any measured value treated in Theorem 1 and 2,
its true value is not necessary larger than its noise in the point of the
absolute value, but the former has only to be larger than the latter in the
point of the power or the energy~like.
Praotically, it has been sured with some computer simulatio~) that INM given
by (31) and (32) seems to be enough good method even when some of the true values
of measured values are much smaller than the corresponding noises in the point
of the absolute value.
7. Conclusion
When an estimator is a particular form of which both the denominator and
the numerator are first order formulas or second order formulas, sub-optimal
weighting has been obtained in the practical sense. Where, the concept of
'optimal' implies that the variance of the final estimate is minimum.
Whereas, as these theorems are concerned with the case when the estimator
is a particular form as above discussed, they may seem to be impractical.
However, in practice, these forms are pretty probable.
Moreover, it seems that these theorems are practically useful, as they are
available even when the true values of some measured values are much smaller
than the noises of the corresponding measured values in the point of their
absolute values respectively. .
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